The Surgical Rapid In and Out (RIO) Center is located on the first floor of Florida Hospital, Unit 1500.

**From Ginsburg Tower Main Entrance**

- As you enter the Main Entrance facing the information desk, turn left. Walk toward the **A elevators**. Turn right just before the elevators. You will be facing the entrance for Imaging/Radiology -- turn left in this hallway. (You will also see directional grey signs hanging from the ceiling to guide you.)
- Continue straight until you reach the **B elevators**. Turn right at the **B elevators** and take the first left.
- Follow this hallway to the end; go through the double doors (usually kept open).
- Turn right at the double doors and continue until you reach RIO, a short distance ahead.
- Check-in for surgery is on the left as you enter.
- Patients and/or accompanying family in need of assistance or requiring a wheelchair to reach RIO should request help at the information desk upon arrival.

**From the Alden Street Parking Garage**

- From the third level of the Alden Street parking garage, take the bridge to the Ginsburg Tower. You may take the escalator to your left or the elevator.
- If you take the elevator, exit to your right then proceed straight.
- Follow the hallway past the Market Place and the information desk.
- Continue straight and walk toward the **A elevators**. Turn right just before the elevators. You will be facing the entrance for Imaging/Radiology -- turn left in this hallway. (You will also see grey directional signs hanging from the ceiling to guide you.)
- Continue straight until you reach the **B elevators**. Turn right at the **B elevators** and take the first left. Follow this hallway to the end; go through the double doors (usually kept open). Turn right at the double doors and continue until you reach RIO, a short distance ahead. Check-in for surgery is on the left as you enter.
- Patients and/or accompanying family in need of assistance or requiring a wheelchair to reach RIO should request help at the information desk upon arrival.

**PLEASE NOTE: Patients scheduled to arrive after 1:30 pm should proceed straight to the next set of double doors and push the button (square plate on the wall) to request entry. This button is located on the wall to your right as you approach the closed double doors of the RIO Unit.**